Creating Basemaps for Defense and Intelligence

Goals of the workshop

- Explain what basemaps are
- Explain the role of basemaps in defense and intelligence applications
- Describe the templates available at 10.0 to create basemaps
- Demonstrate a template for creating basemaps
- Provide recommendations and best practices
- Describe what’s coming in 10.1 for Defense and Intelligence

Major topics covered

- What is a basemap?
- The design objectives of basemaps and principals for good basemaps
- How do basemaps support defense and intelligence missions?
- Using a template for basemaps, demonstrate making a basemap
- Using basemaps in Explorer On-line, Desktop 10.0 and mobile applications
- Recommendations and resources
- Overview of what’s coming in 10.1

Related Workshops

- Wednesday, 8:30-9:45, room 26A: Introduction to ArcGIS for Defense and Intelligence
- Wednesday, 10:15-11:30, room 26A: Using ArcGIS for Intelligence Analysis
- Wednesday, 1:30-2:45, room 26A: Using ArcGIS for Military Planning and Operations
- Wednesday, 3:15-4:30, room 26A: Using Imagery for Intelligence Analysis